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Extinction Rebellion Protest - The Hague (19)
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Policemen detain climate activists of the Extinction Rebellion action group for blocking the intersection between the temporary Dutch House of Representatives and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate, while they protest againt the current climate policy of Dutch government, in The Hague, Netherlands on October 11, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Policemen detain climate activists of the Extinction Rebellion action group for blocking the intersection between the temporary Dutch House of Representatives and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate, while they protest againt the current climate policy of Dutch government, in The Hague, Netherlands on October 11, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Policemen detain climate activists of the Extinction Rebellion action group for blocking the intersection between the temporary Dutch House of Representatives and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate, while they protest againt the current climate policy of Dutch government, in The Hague, Netherlands on October 11, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Policemen detain climate activists of the Extinction Rebellion action group for blocking the intersection between the temporary Dutch House of Representatives and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate, while they protest againt the current climate policy of Dutch government, in The Hague, Netherlands on October 11, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Policemen detain climate activists of the Extinction Rebellion action group for blocking the intersection between the temporary Dutch House of Representatives and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate, while they protest againt the current climate policy of Dutch government, in The Hague, Netherlands on October 11, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Policemen detain climate activists of the Extinction Rebellion action group for blocking the intersection between the temporary Dutch House of Representatives and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate, while they protest againt the current climate policy of Dutch government, in The Hague, Netherlands on October 11, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Policemen detain climate activists of the Extinction Rebellion action group for blocking the intersection between the temporary Dutch House of Representatives and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate, while they protest againt the current climate policy of Dutch government, in The Hague, Netherlands on October 11, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Policemen detain climate activists of the Extinction Rebellion action group for blocking the intersection between the temporary Dutch House of Representatives and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate, while they protest againt the current climate policy of Dutch government, in The Hague, Netherlands on October 11, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Policemen detain climate activists of the Extinction Rebellion action group for blocking the intersection between the temporary Dutch House of Representatives and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate, while they protest againt the current climate policy of Dutch government, in The Hague, Netherlands on October 11, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Climate activists of the Extinction Rebellion action group block the inOtersection between the temporary Dutch House of Representatives and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate, while they protest againt the current climate policy of Dutch government, in The Hague, Netherlands on OctobMer 11, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Climate activists of the Extinction Rebellion action group block the inOtersection between the temporary Dutch House of Representatives and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate, while they protest againt the current climate policy of Dutch government, in The Hague, Netherlands on OctobMer 11, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Climate activists of the Extinction Rebellion action group block the inOtersection between the temporary Dutch House of Representatives and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate, while they protest againt the current climate policy of Dutch government, in The Hague, Netherlands on OctobMer 11, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Climate activists of the Extinction Rebellion action group block the inOtersection between the temporary Dutch House of Representatives and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate, while they protest againt the current climate policy of Dutch government, in The Hague, Netherlands on OctobMer 11, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Climate activists of the Extinction Rebellion action group block the inOtersection between the temporary Dutch House of Representatives and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate, while they protest againt the current climate policy of Dutch government, in The Hague, Netherlands on OctobMer 11, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Policemen detain climate activists of the Extinction Rebellion action group for blocking the intersection between the temporary Dutch House of Representatives and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate, while they protest againt the current climate policy of Dutch government, in The Hague, Netherlands on October 11, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Policemen detain climate activists of the Extinction Rebellion action group for blocking the intersection between the temporary Dutch House of Representatives and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate, while they protest againt the current climate policy of Dutch government, in The Hague, Netherlands on October 11, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Policemen detain climate activists of the Extinction Rebellion action group for blocking the intersection between the temporary Dutch House of Representatives and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate, while they protest againt the current climate policy of Dutch government, in The Hague, Netherlands on October 11, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Policemen detain climate activists of the Extinction Rebellion action group for blocking the intersection between the temporary Dutch House of Representatives and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate, while they protest againt the current climate policy of Dutch government, in The Hague, Netherlands on October 11, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Policemen detain climate activists of the Extinction Rebellion action group for blocking the intersection between the temporary Dutch House of Representatives and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate, while they protest againt the current climate policy of Dutch government, in The Hague, Netherlands on October 11, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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